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KAREN CONE: MICROSOFT

Insurance carriers have faced significant challenges
over recent years as they seek to enhance customer
relationships and address the cost reduction
imperative. In our first feature we explore how
advanced claims solutions from Microsoft and its
partners are delivering the capabilities to ensure
fast, cost effective claims handling and analytics.
Also in this section, we discuss how APIs are set
to change the way banks bring to market new
applications, drive innovation and better serve their
customers, and provide commentary on the key
themes from Sibos 2015.
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Getting a

handle
on claims
Optimised processing and advanced analytics are
enabling insurers to deliver exceptional claims
processing and prevent pay-out of fraudulent claims
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

I

nsurers have faced plenty of challenges in recent years, but opportunities are emerging for
those who are ready to take them. “Against a
backdrop of soft markets, competitive issues and
low interest rates, today’s general insurers are focusing on claims to reduce their loss ratios,” says
Tony Jacob, managing director of worldwide insurance at Microsoft. “They’re finding new ways
to improve the claims experience for policyholders, and exploring how to improve their claims
analytics capabilities to optimise processing,
mitigate losses and identify fraudulent activity.”
In today’s highly competitive environment the
insurer who helps a claimant quickly get back to
normal stands to deliver customer satisfaction
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and build loyalty. “Whether it’s flexibility to
initiate and track a claim through a customer’s
preferred communication channel or improving operational efficiencies, insurers need to
be able to engage, process and resolve claims
quickly and accurately,” says Patti Griffin,
global product lead at Accenture Duck Creek.
“Key to achieving this is to automate what can
be automated, and streamline what cannot be
automated to make it more efficient.”
Rising to these challenges can make a big difference to the bottom line, even without increasing the number of customers. “A combination
of risk and fraud prevention in the underwriting process with real-time fraud detection and
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Rapid response processing

analytics in claims can improve the combined
ratio up to 5%,” says Christian van Leeuwen,
CTO at Microsoft Gold partner FRISS.
“On average, claims expenses are 60-80% of any
carrier’s overall expenses,” says Ben Moreland,
VP data and analytics at Innovation Group.
“Even a 1% decrease in claims expenses can be
greater than a 5% improvement in another area.”
Microsoft and its partners are enabling insurers to deliver differentiating service to
customers while generating the insights essential for proactive business. Examples include
Insuresoft’s Diamond Claims, which is available as a stand-alone solution or as part of its
policy processing suite and complemented by

Claims processing presents a wide range of challenges. Adjusters
have a variety of data to review and process for any given claim
and can typically also experience significant disruption during
their work day, making it difficult to process claims efficiently.
Customers today, particularly incoming millennials, expect rapid
response times and user-friendly solutions to help manage
claims. Therefore, carriers are looking for a solution to streamline
workflow and process claims on an anytime, anywhere basis.
Insurity has designed its claims solution, Claims Decisions, to
allow adjusters to work the way they live. It presents multiple claims
processing activities on widget dashboards with all transactions
taking no more than three clicks to process. Claims Decisions
works with all mobile devices as well as desktops; adjusters can
work seamlessly between all devices on single or multiple claims
files, promoting a rapid response time for processing claims and
ensuring efficiency and enhanced productivity.
Claims Decisions has recently been refreshed leveraging
Insurity’s .NET based Application Factory toolset, adding
extensive new functionality in third-party integrations,
regulatory management and client tooling, along with a
completely reimagined user experience design.
Insurity’s MobileUp Claims Smart solution delivers a user
experience for claims professionals that optimises their tool
needs. Overall, it provides a transformative experience that will
enable significant efficiency and allow insurers to resource and
provide customer experiences for changing technology and
generational realities.
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its Diamond Mobile application. The system
is fully integrated with SQL Server Reporting
Services and can be deployed through the
Microsoft Azure cloud, enabling it to scale
and adapt to the changing needs of clients.
“We provide a powerful rules engine that
enables our customers to create work plans
for their claims staff and measure key performance indicators in real time,” says Linde
Wolff, product manager at Insuresoft. “This is
a game-changer for our customers because it
enables them not only to identify areas where
they need to improve, but also to update their
rules to instantly drive that change.”
As more insurers connect siloed data to
achieve operational efficiency, powerful analytics capabilities, combined with the scalability of the cloud, are enabling them to turn that
data into insights. “By replicating the claims
data from the claims system to SQL Server,
customers can gain greater access to that
data, and analyse and visualise it more effectively using self-serve BI technologies such as
PowerView and Power BI,” explains Jacob.
S O LU T I O N S P OT L I G H T : D U C K C R E E K C L A I M S A P P S

Processing in the palm of your hand
Accenture Duck Creek has developed innovative applications to connect
policyholders and enable claims staff to take their desktop into the field.
Using the Duck Creek First Notice of Loss
mobile app, customers can initiate a claim
from a mobile device without having to be
tethered to a traditional PC. At the insurer’s
end, Party 360 offers a holistic view of
each customer by creating a repository for
customer information from Accenture Duck
Creek systems as well as integrated thirdparty systems.
The Duck Creek Field Adjuster app will
give claims adjusters the anytime, anywhere
productivity that is crucial to efficient claims
processing. The Windows-based app
integrates with assignment and mapping
tools such as Bing Maps to enable claims
professionals to organise inspections
according to priority and proximity. “By
automating this process appointments
are more precisely scheduled, increasing
the efficiency of claims professionals,”
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explains Griffin. “Adjusters can access
policy and customer information and enter
notes, photographs and other evidence
directly into the core claims system. This
automation improves accuracy and reduces
process cycle time, a metric often linked to
customer satisfaction and retention.”

Intelligent insurance perspective
Through innovative software solutions
Helping insurers see the full picture
Through a unique combination of innovative actuarial thinking and software expertise we offer a holistic perspective that
enhances speed, accuracy and insight allowing insurers to see the full picture and do more, faster, for less.
E-mail software.solutions@towerswatson.com for more information.

Towers Watson. A global company with a singular focus on our clients.

Benefits
Risk and Financial Services
Talent and Rewards

www.towerswatson.com
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Duck Creek Claims provides automation and
streamlining for claims processing as well as
reporting capabilities built using Microsoft’s
SQL Server Reporting Services, Integration
Services, Analysis Services and SharePoint,
which can be used in conjunction with
Microsoft Power Pivot and Power BI. The solution enables an optimised work management
experience for claims staff. Instant messaging,
a discussion-thread view of file notes and the
ability to email from within the claim file enable collaboration for claims adjusters, while
insurers can use codeless configuration to introduce their own processes and quickly adapt
to changing market demands. In addition to
on-premise deployment, the suite is also supported through the Microsoft Azure cloud,
enabling stunningly fast implementations:
Pacific Specialty Insurance Company completed the first phase of its deployment in less
than seven months, and Berkshire Hathaway
deployed in two months. “Our customers are
able to condense the implementation timeline
so they can quickly start using the software in
the market,” says Griffin.

“Claims is a treasure trove
of data which insurers are
starting to tap into”
“For a carrier, it is vital to be able not only to
settle claims quickly, but also to quickly identify claims leakages or fraud and react in the
best manner,” says Moreland. “This requires
an analytics solution that puts trusted, current
analyses at the fingertips of business users who
are empowered to explore their data for greater
insights, and share with colleagues who can
also fully trust the data and recommendations.
Through collaboration between Innovation
Group and Microsoft, Insurer Analytics is able
to scale to meet the ever-growing data volume
demands and performance expectations of
carriers, as well as help carriers position themselves for the increasingly competitive insurance landscape.”
FRISS is 100% focused on the insurance industry, with more implementations of anti-fraud
solutions than any other vendor in Europe. The

VIEWPOINT

Enabling consumer
interaction
Insuresoft’s Linde Wolff explains how the latest
apps are helping insurers to build exceptional
customer relationships
One of the biggest challenges facing
carriers today is providing customer
service that keeps up with the expectations
of the millennial generation. Consumers
today expect interactive access to their
insurance company from their devices,
which includes real-time information on
the status of their claim.
Today’s applications, such as Diamond
Mobile which extends the functionality of
the Diamond Suite to the insured through
Windows 8, enable customers to interact
with insurance companies throughout
the claims process. Consumers can
notify insurance companies of their
claims and give insurers the information
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they need to expedite the processing of
those claims. This could include photo
and video documentation, completing
required forms and updating the insured’s
payment preferences.
The latest applications also help
insurance companies to deliver better
customer service by providing consumers
with methods to find preferred service
providers such as repair shops or rental
companies. Throughout the process,
consumers can access real-time status
updates on their claims through the
devices of their choice.
Linde Wolff is product manager at Insuresoft
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company is dedicated to improving indicators
and models, predictive modelling, text mining,
image screening, social network analysis and
social media, enabling insurers to stay protected
from new fraud schemes. Jeroen Morrenhof,
CEO of FRISS, notes a clear rise in the use of
analytics by insurers wanting to prevent fraud.
“This is necessitated by combined ratios and
losses under serious pressure, and the need for
continuous improvement in claims processes,” he
says. “In order to find not only the fraudsters of
today, but also those of tomorrow, insurers need
to continuously improve their detection engine,
indicators and predictive models to make sure
they identify new patterns as they emerge.”
Worldwide studies have found that 5-10%
of claims are likely fraudulent, leading forward-looking insurers to take a proactive approach to addressing the issue. For example,
Folksam, one of the largest insurers in Sweden,
expects to deliver 15-20% more suspicious
claim cases for investigation after implementing the FRISS solution for Fraud Detection
at Claims including FRISS Analytics. “The
solution enables Folksam to improve its loss
VIEWPOINT

Connecting for
analytic insight
Tom Helm of Towers Watson explains
why insurers are investing in claims
analytics capabilities
Insurers are upgrading their core claims
handling platforms, often replacing
systems which are decades old. However,
to reap the full benefits of this investment,
they need to integrate their systems with
two-way feeds with suppliers as well as
other bolt-on claims solutions and portals
to interface with customers, brokers and
claimants’ representatives. Crucially, they
need to link the systems database into a
claims analytics tool so they can leverage
all the new data that’s being captured.
Claims is a treasure trove of data which
insurers are starting to tap into. They are
seeking to build up powerful intelligence
and develop rich insights to understand
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how they are spending their money, how
their suppliers are performing, emerging
trends, market behaviours, and to identify
new initiatives aimed at reducing costs.
This requires insurers to invest in analytic
solutions that can help them become more
agile and through which they can leverage
diagnostic and predictive services.
We expect investment in this area to
expand into areas such as understanding
customers’ behaviour and preferences
at point of claim, to help improve both
pricing and service delivery.
Tom Helm is head of claims consulting, risk
consulting and software at Towers Watson
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ratio by increasing the chances of detecting
fraud, and to minimise false positives” says
Morrenhof. “These results have been proven
through our track record with all FRISS customers in 12 countries.”
Looking ahead, increasingly advanced analytics capabilities will be required as the volume
and types of data available for analysis continue
to grow. Towers Watson is working with leading
insurers to help them improve their claims performance and gain competitive advantage. “Our
claims specialists are helping to identify areas in
which insurers can optimise their performance
on claims costs,” says Tom Helm, head of claims
consulting, risk consulting and software at
Towers Watson. “We are deploying our analytics,
software and claims capabilities together to help
our clients fully understand their current state
with regard to claims analytics and supporting
them in determining the key questions their
future analytics capability needs to answer. We
are working with them to set out the data, tools,
skills and outputs required to achieve these goals
as well as helping them with the delivery.”

“Insurers need to continuously improve
their detection engine, indicators and
predictive models to make sure they
identify new patterns as they emerge”
Microsoft and its partners are poised to deliver
the capabilities insurers need to ensure fast, cost
effective claims handling and analytics. “We’re
now entering a new area of advanced analytics
with our insurance customers as we integrate the
Revolution R analytics solution with SQL Server
2016 and Azure Machine Learning,” concludes
Jacob. “As well as enabling insurance companies
to better mine and analyse their claims data, this
delivers the capability to consume huge amounts
of data to simulate and model catastrophes such
as cyclones, hurricanes, floods, earthquakes and
terrorist activities. Giving insurance carriers a
single capability that could improve both loss
ratios today and catastrophe modelling for tomorrow is very powerful.”

S O LU T I O N S P OT L I G H T : F R I S S

Intelligent screening to identify fraud
Payment of fraudulent claims has a negative
effect on insurance premiums and results
in competitive disadvantage for insurers.
Moreover, investigating false positives takes a
huge amount of time and unnecessary costs.
Core solutions running on the FRISS
Platform enable accurate screening during
the underwriting process and within the
customer portfolio, as well as fraud detection
at claims. FRISS enables insurers to screen
at every stage of the claims handling
process. The software provides an accurate
estimate of fraud and risks using expert
rules, profiles, predictive models, text mining
and link analysis together with all available
information from more than 100 preconnected external data sources. The FRISS
Score is the core of the solution and indicates
the risk for each quotation, policy or claim.
The FRISS solution is supported by a learning
cycle that enables continuous improvement.
“Using automated fraud detection during
the claims process enables insurers to
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accurately estimate the risks related to a
claim,” says Jeroen Morrenhof, CEO of FRISS.
“This improves straight-through processing
and enables direct recognition of claims that
need further attention. Insurers also need to
prevent fraud at the portal, and detection
and monitoring capabilities through the
underwriting and portfolio management
processes play a key role in maximising
fraud prevention at claims.”

How Suite It Is
From policy to billing, from claims to reporting and all the workflows in between,

the Diamond Suite is everything you want it to be,
including mobile.

Find out how suite it is at www.insuresoft.com.
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Unlocking the single view
with mobility innovation
A N D Y WA R D - W E B B : P Y T H AG O R A S

Financial services institutions have always sought to gain the competitive
advantage by differentiating their offerings. The prospect of true mobility has been
seen as the next big advance for some time now – has it finally arrived in the UK?

I

nnovation in mobility has become key to enabling richer client experiences across many
sectors. This is particularly true in financial
services where processes are so often stunted
by inefficient, ageing, disconnected but business critical systems. Organisations who are
able to harness these systems to deliver a full
360- or even a 720-degree view of a client,
drive greater new business opportunities with
greater frequency.
Financial institutions are demanding b
etter
management, targeting and prioritisation
of products and services to enable quicker
on-boarding and multi-channel customer
engagement experiences. Personal profiles, contact details, relationship connections, existing

“Through deep level discovery
processes, Pythagoras excel at
integrating legacy applications”
investments and other financial information in
a single view significantly enhances the ability to
deliver a personalised service to clients, as well
as quickly identify where opportunity to achieve
additional revenue lies.
Working in partnership, Microsoft Gold
Partner Pythagoras and Microsoft’s global independent software vendor VeriPark are addressing the true challenges in this sector. With their
FSI specific solutions built on the Microsoft
Dynamics CRM platform, they are enabling
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financial institutions to achieve a 720-degree
view of their information, providing a clear
understanding of their clients and their needs.
The solution not only enables colleagues, it also
drives high levels of customer engagement and
satisfaction whilst integrating seamlessly to
known industry core banking technology systems. Available to access via Outlook, Contact
Centre Console and all standard browsers,
the solution really comes to life via the tablet
solution which delivers a rich, intuitive wealth
management service, providing a tailored customer experience by pulling all relevant key
information into one central client view.
Over the past 16 years, Pythagoras have been
working with and deploying integrated Microsoft
technology to a wide range of businesses, establishing themselves as one of the leading
Microsoft Gold partners in the UK. Through
deep level discovery processes, Pythagoras excel
at integrating legacy applications to enable the
new mobile world of productivity.
VeriPark is the leading FSI solution provider for Microsoft Dynamics CRM with eight
offices worldwide including Turkey, Dubai

and the UK. VeriPark’s mission is to transform
banking front office and delivery channels by
providing innovative software solutions. The
unique partnership blend of Pythagoras and
VeriPark offers exceptional solutions to the
financial services market.
Andy Ward-Webb is financial sector lead
at Pythagoras
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Emerging generational
technologies
LINDE WOLFF: INSURESOFT

As mobile devices continue to outnumber PCs, insurers need to change the way
they interact with their customers to ensure they don’t get left by the wayside

E

very industry faces generational challenges. Some are more affected than others. Some, like the insurance industry, are
more challenged than others. Consequently,
insurers find themselves needing to adjust
their approaches to meet the expectations of
present-generation policyholders.
By adopting the emerging technologies most
likely to be used by this new breed of customer,
insurers can increase market share (by writing
more business more efficiently) and improve policyholder retention (by providing better customer
service). Adopting new technologies also will help

“They’ll adopt the technologies of
the present while looking to the
future, or they’ll be left in the past”
insurers hire and retain new talent because millennials want the technology they use at work to mirror the technology they use in their day to day lives.
Are we talking about rocket science or nanotechnology here? No. But we are talking about
smartphones and an ever-growing proliferation
of tablets. Unless the PC makes an unprecedented
comeback, mobile devices will continue to outnumber PCs. That means the insurance industry
will have to be prepared to conduct business on
mobile devices, including core processing activities
like policy and claims administration, billing and
payment, and policyholder contact. Insurers will
also have to give their policyholders self-service
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capabilities that enable access to agents, adjusters,
policy information, claims information, and more.
In fact, to improve customer interaction, techsavvy insurers will enable mobile capabilities
that allow policyholders to obtain quotes and
buy policies through independent agents or
by going directly to carriers. They will provide
insurers and their policyholders with real-time
chat capabilities and social media updates and
offer access to policy identification cards, claim
forms, or policy documents. They will give clear
presentations of account details, including policy and claims notifications. And they will allow
policyholders to initiate claims and provide geographical data and multi-media documentation.
What the present generation wants from its
technology — what it expects from the companies with which it interacts — is engagement.
Millennials take it as a given that their mobile
devices are the windows to the world in which
they live, work, play, and conduct all manner of
activities. So, it’s no wonder they expect the capabilities of their insurers to be mobile, as well.
Insurers will either get in the game, or they’ll be
left on the side lines. They’ll adopt the technologies of the present while looking to the future, or
they’ll be left in the past. They’ll incur the costs
to adopt emerging technologies, or they’ll pay
the price of irrelevance.
The adoption of emerging technologies can’t
happen overnight. But it is inevitable. Welcome
to the future.
Linde Wolff is product manager at Insuresoft

INTERVIEW
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The shift towards
the API economy
APIs are set to change the way banks bring to market new applications, drive
innovation and better serve their digital customers, as we find out in conversation
with Microsoft’s Guillermo Kopp and Peter Hazou

B

y securely making their proprietary software available to third parties, banks can
bring to market new, innovative apps and
give rise to more choice and services for banking
customers. All of this is being made possible by
application programming interfaces (APIs) –
software gateways that let different applications
work together and communicate with each other,
such that outside developers can create new apps
that take advantage of certain banking functions
without going behind their firewalls or accessing
personally identifiable information.
Although APIs haven’t exactly taken off in the
banking world just yet, Guillermo Kopp, LATAM
financial services industry director at Microsoft,
believes they will soon. “In the next five years, APIs
will add trillions of dollars to the economy,” he
says. “In other industries, companies have moved
quickly to launch APIs and give developers access
to their source code. PayPal’s payment API, for example, lets third parties design and host their own
checkout pages. And while we expect the shift for
financial services institutions to the API economy
to be a more gradual one, it’s something we will certainly see more of in the near future.”
For many banks, APIs serve as an easy pathway to
drive innovation through partnerships rather than
having to build everything from scratch themselves. “The opening of APIs extends banks’ client
value chains by tapping external pools of expertise
which are not available and not practical to fund internally,” explains Peter Hazou, director of business
development, Financial Services at Microsoft. “The
transformation in bank operating models means
it is no longer an efficient use of resources to construct all elements of their desired end-state of digital business themselves. APIs are a natural modus
operandi for extending reach and relevance.”

“Service industries are experiencing
quantum growth by opening their
interfaces through APIs. Banks can
now do the same”
Indeed, as some leading banks are already finding out, APIs are an ideal option for keeping pace
with client digital expectations that they cannot
support alone.
“They permit banks to focus on and develop their
core strengths rather than trying to be all things to
all people across all technologies as current trends
demand,” says Hazou. “They also broaden the network effect of their services by connecting to external providers in the wider economy.”
Ultimately, Hazou expects the flexibility that
comes with use of APIs will become too good
an opportunity to turn down. “From a business
model point of view, other service industries are
experiencing quantum growth by opening their
interfaces through APIs,” he says. “Banks can
now do the same.”
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The new generation
transforming insurance
B R U C E W I N T E R B U R N : V E R TA F O R E

As a new generation of digital natives enters the workforce, the
insurance industry has a huge opportunity to evolve

I

nsurance is a highly regulated industry, which
means it is quite process driven. Historically,
this has impacted the technology needed
to conduct the business, resulting in a great
amount of complexity and an inherent difficulty
in adopting new technology.
However, with a new generation of digital natives
entering the workforce, things are changing – and
fast. The industry is on the brink of tremendous
disruption – because of technology and the millennial workforce entering the industry. My own
experience in taking over a small insurance agency in partnership with my son Cameron provides
a good example. The agency we took on had not
kept up with technology, or the changing winds of
the modern consumer. As a result, the business had
inevitably shrank to a fraction of its former size.
When we came in, there were only the two owners
and a single customer service representative left.
Since I still had my regular job, the responsibility for the rebirth of the business fell squarely on
the shoulders of my 20-something year old, newly graduated son. Though he was young and in
experienced, he was also energetic, enthusiastic
and too uninformed to be afraid. He didn’t know
what to do, or not to do, so he did everything
differently. We did get a website, but not until after
we had a Facebook and Twitter account. He readily
embraced all the capabilities of the newly available
technology – not encumbered by legacy workflows and processes. He questioned everything.
You see, what I didn’t realise, and what I would
argue most in my generation don’t realise, was the
fact my son and countless young people like him

do not simply use technology – it is an extension
of their being. It seamlessly augments their capabilities and imagination. They are wired differently. They think differently. And that’s a good thing.
For hundreds of years, our industry has been built
on learning through mentoring or something very
similar to apprenticeships. There was simply so
much to learn. It caused individuals to specialise
– limiting their capabilities. But, armed with little
more than a smartphone, today’s young peoplehave become instant subject matter experts. They
have been programmed that way from their earliest
memories. They have never known a practical question that they couldn’t almost immediately have an
answer to. This has given them a kind of fearlessness
that once would have had to be built through decades of experiences and accomplishments.
With this in mind, it’s wise for us all to lean on a
few young people for enlightenment. We need to
give them the opportunities to flourish and be sure
that we don’t shackle them with our past reality.
Bruce Winterburn is vice president of industry
relations at Vertafore
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Sibos 2015
We spoke to Rupesh Khendry and Peter Hazou to find out what
customers were talking about at Sibos 2015
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

M

ore than 8,000 delegates headed to Singapore on 12-15 October to discuss key
issues and solutions in banking and
capital markets at Sibos 2015 – making it the
second-largest Sibos event to date.
Microsoft’s commitment to banking and capital markets created a huge buzz among delegates
who were keen to engage with the company and
find out how its solutions are helping the world’s
leading financial institutions to drive digital
transformation, gain break-through risk insight,
and protect their business through cybersecurity. Rupesh Khendry, director of capital markets
industry solutions, and Peter Hazou, director of
banking industry solutions at Microsoft, gave us
their key takeaways from the event.
1. Banks are digitally transforming
“Banks are clearly looking to digitally transform,” says Khendry. “We’ve been discussing
the Digital Bank for a while, and banks across
the world are now acting on that. At Sibos we
had some great discussions about how embracing an open and connected systems approach to
drive innovation can enable banks to deliver a
great customer experience, with platforms like
machine learning and analytics helping them to
gain better insight and a deeper understanding
of their customers.”
2. Banks are heading to the cloud
“Banks have shed their initial apprehension about
the cloud, and they’re embracing it as a way to
transform their business and help them be more
agile,” says Hazou. “We saw huge interest from
customers and analysts in our briefing on ‘The
Trusted Cloud in Banking Transformation’. Microsoft has worked closely with the financial industry to deliver the trusted cloud and this has
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generated momentum, with banks across the
world now implementing cloud projects.”
“Of course no conversation about banking is
complete without some discussion of regulatory
compliance,” says Hazou. “At Sibos, we provided
details about the Financial Services Compliance
Program which allows financial industry stakeholders to deeply examine our cloud systems,
services and processes, to help banks achieve
growth while focusing on their core responsibilities to remain compliant.”
3. Risk and regulatory requirements
The cloud is enabling banks to leverage machine
learning for many of their risk and analytics
requirements. “Banks are asking how they can
better integrate data and insights from the front,
middle and back office,” says Khendry. “Risk and
regulatory are the overarching concerns, and
banks were interested in going beyond regular
transaction processing systems to understand
the risk in the business. We showcased how the
Microsoft Data Analytics platform, including
Azure IoT Suite, Cortana Analytics Suite and
Azure Data Lake, can help banks to mitigate risk
and deliver insightful customer service.”
4. Putting customers at the centre
“Customer engagement is a topic we hear a lot
about,” says Khendry. “Delegates were keen
to find out how technologies like Microsoft
Dynamics CRM, as well as cloud-enabled data
processing capabilities, can help them optimise
the customer experience. Banks have a wealth of
customer data, but it’s often trapped in data silos.
Now, they’re beginning to use the evolving data
processing and machine learning capabilities of
the cloud to anticipate customer needs and customise products and services to fit them.”

Rupesh Khendry (above)
and Peter Hazou

FINANCIAL SERVICES

of business that were present at Sibos: treasury
and security services.”
6. Mobility matters
Most people now expect mobile connectivity, and Microsoft showcased how its latest
devices and software can enable anytime, anywhere productivity. Delegates were keen to
explore how Microsoft’s new Surface Book and
Surface Pro 4, with the Windows 10 operating
system and Office 365 productivity tools, can
empower staff to deliver the service customers
want. “There was a lot of excitement about our
new devices and how they can help bankers be
more mobile,” says Khendry.

5. Productivity is top of mind
“We had a lot of discussions with banks about productivity,” says Hazou. “This area had taken a bit of
a back seat recently as banks focused on addressing key industry issues like regulatory compliance,
but now productivity has come into sharper focus.
A lot of banks that came to see us were very interested in Microsoft Office 365 and how it can
help them empower staff to be more productive.
They saw how Windows 10 takes the seamless,
digital banking experience a step further through
the power of universal apps that work on phones,
tablets and PCs, offering Windows 10 touch functionality and Office 365 integration while reducing workplace and development sprawl.
We had some very detailed discussions about
how our solutions apply to the two main lines

7. Cybersecurity is a key concern
With new cyber-threats emerging all the time,
cybersecurity is a perennial concern for financial
services firms. Delegates at Sibos were able to see
for themselves how Microsoft’s Digital Crimes
Unit is committed to identifying and disrupting
cybercrime through public/private partnerships
with a specific focus on financial services. “Security is a key concern for our customers and they
were keen to understand our commitment to
protecting them through the trusted cloud and
our cybersecurity leadership,” says Hazou.
“We focused on the issues our customers are
facing and how we can help them to transform
to digital businesses,” concludes Khendry. “We
discussed the issues that matter to banks and we
got some great feedback from customers who
felt that we were speaking their language”.
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Creating the digital
insurer of the future
D E N N I S VA N D E R L I P : M I C R O S O F T

By unlocking digital experiences for customers and staff, insurers can enable
unique insight and engagement

D

igital has transformed the way we work,
shop and socialise. Today, customers can
research their products and services before contacting sales staff; they can continue a
conversation across a growing range of devices
and platforms; and they share their opinions and
experiences with a global audience at the touch
of a fingertip. They expect the same immediacy from the businesses they deal with. In this
connected, digitally-enabled environment, businesses of all kinds are re-examining every aspect
of their customer engagement and operations –
and insurers are in a unique position to benefit.
Many insurers are working with disparate information silos and complex networks of agents,
brokers, underwriters and claims adjusters.

“True differentiation lies in
delivering a unique experience that
puts the customer at the centre”
They’re also increasingly under pressure from
new entrants who have none of those legacy issues and can afford to compete on a cost basis.
But cost isn’t everything. In this fast-moving
industry, true differentiation lies in delivering a
unique experience that connects staff and agents
with the resources they need to puts the customer at the centre. It’s not simply about transacting
with customers anymore; it’s about attracting
and engaging them, partnering them to achieve
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their goals, and making it easy for them to do
business with you. That is what we mean when
we discuss the digital insurer.
The digital insurer is built on three pillars: creating omni-channel experiences for customers
and agents; delivering insight to producers, sales
teams and agent networks; and enabling digital
work styles. Putting those pillars in place enables
insurers to unlock the potential of customers,
employees and intermediaries.
Creating an omni-channel experience means
putting the customer at the centre of a seamless, interactive environment so they can pick
up a conversation on any channel they choose.
By digitising interactions across all channels, including mobile applications, consumer portals,
call centres and social media, you can make that
experience available in the anytime, anywhere
mobile environment people expect.
This presents a unique challenge for insurers.
Unlike banking, where customers t ypically contact the corporation direct, insurance often involves a middle tier of agents, some employed by
the company and some working independently.
Insurers know that in order to build loyalty and
increase sales, they need to treat those agents
like customers too.
Insight is the key to delivering that experience. Digital interaction yields unprecedented
amounts of information about your customers, but too often it is locked in silos that prevent agents and service staff seeing the full
picture. Breaking down those silos to enable
a 360-degree view of the customer’s relation-
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ships, products and interactions will establish
the customer as the focal point of sales and
marketing efforts, turning data into insight that
can empower insurance carriers to price their
offer correctly, assess risk, and recommend the
best products for that customer.
A digital insight system will take interactions
from the agent channel, customer web and mobile channels, the service centre, existing siloed
back-end systems and from marketing and social interactions, bringing them all together to
create that 360-degree view.
Enabling digital work styles is the third key
pillar of the digital insurer concept. Many insurance companies have thousands of agents,
some of whom are employed by the company while others are independent – and all
of them need access to key information and
productivity tools, wherever they are and

whatever device they’re using. Providing familiar tools that can be used on any device is
essential to enabling your people to collabo-

rate more effectively and be more productive
whether they’re in the office or in the field
with customers. This is about setting agents,
brokers and claims adjusters free on a mobile
device and empowering them with mobile applications that replicate everything they can
do in the office so they can engage, support
and sell to customers wherever they are, on
their device of choice.
The digital insurer is a customer-centric,
proactive and competitive organisation that
delivers a unique and engaging experience to
customers and agents. It’s about achieving the
360-degree view that has become essential to
success in this intensely competitive industry.
It’s a concept that looks to the future of the
industry, and one that Microsoft, and our network of global, regional and local partners, are
making a reality for insurers today.
Dennis Vanderlip is industry solutions director
for worldwide insurance at Microsoft
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Voice simplifies
your life
J O Ã O L I M A P I N TO : E B A N K I T

Financial institutions are always looking for new ways to simplify banking apps,
and this is where the use of voice comes into its own. Voice can be used to avoid
passwords and complex authentication mechanisms, and to control banking features

A

s wearable technologies are increasingly making their mark as accessories
for an outstanding digital mobile experience, it’s essential to consider and reinvent
more functionalities to establish interactions
with, and between, devices.
The use of voice has a significant role to play,
and can transform the way we go about our
daily lives. For example, if you’re driving your
car and would like your bank balance, there’s
no need to pull over. Simply use your voice to
ask for it via your mobile or smartwatch. It’s
that simple.
This Voice Banking Solution, part of ebankIT’s
Omnichannel Innovation Portfolio, comes with
a whole range of features. The result is the simplification of the most common tasks, making
lives easier than ever.

“The use of voice has a significant
role to play, and can transform the
way we go about our daily lives”
In a simple, intuitive way, customers can give
instructions and receive feedback by voice to interact with their finances, integrated with their
car software and mobile apps. They can use it to
check their account balance and transactions,
order a money transfer or payment, or check
how stocks are performing. Customers receive
real time notifications for each processed action
throughout their banking session period.

Our experience reveals that, as time goes by,
customers are getting more used to connecting with new devices and channels. They are
increasingly exploring alternatives to going to
the branch to perform daily actions, especially
when it is so much easier to use an app – and
easier still to use an app comanded by voice.
Banks that deploy voice biometrics to automate the login process not only enhance
customer satisfaction levels, but dramatically
reduce their customer care costs through increased automation rates.
While we are searching for better and more
efficient ways to improve the user experience
between products and customers, we’ll keep
holding onto the fact that customisation is key.
It’s necessary – not only to improve the image
of the banking and financial sectors – but for
banks to differentiate themselves from the competiton and succeed tomorrow.
João Lima Pinto is CEO at ebankIT
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360-degree business
insight on the move
JEFF WILSON: PROFISEE

Mobile-enabled master data management systems enable enterprises to provide
employees with access to actionable data and business insights, regardless of
whether they are in the office or in the field

E

mployees should no longer have to be in the
office to access their organisation’s tools and
assets. Now they must be able to do so in real
time, in front of the customer, on the job site, in
the field, or wherever they have the opportunity
to advance the business. Consequently, mobile
devices and cloud computing are commonly
adopted business enablers.
Organisations need to arm their remote and
mobile workforce with real-time business insight from their data assets in an agile and accessible way that still complies with corporate
data governance policies. For many, the answer
lies in mobile-enabled master data management
(MDM). MDM enables enterprises to produce

“Employees should no longer have
to be in the office to access their
organisation’s tools and assets”
and maintain a single, reliable, 360-degree view
of data and make it readily available within customer relationship management (CRM) and other enterprise systems for use by the workforce.
According to one global financial advisory firm
who worked with Profisee to deploy a mobile-
enabled MDM solution, there are several critical
success factors. First, to ensure the solution successfully delivers actionable insight from available data assets, everyone in the enterprise, from
the top down, must agree on the objectives of the
initiative and have a shared vision of ‘success’.
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The advisory firm’s focus was on eliminating
cost, enabling global action and powering better
decision making to drive revenue growth. While
these goals may seem distant from the nutsand-bolts of MDM implementation, comparing
actions with the strategic vision throughout the
project allowed critical decisions to be made in
the context of the bigger picture.
Like many global companies, the advisory
firm had evolved as a mobile-enabled enterprise over time through organic growth, acquisitions and mergers. This had left the company
with financial systems containing large volumes of duplicated and conflicting data, quality and reliability issues, and slow responses to
business needs. To overcome these issues, the
firm converted to a fully integrated enterprise
resource planning and customer relationship
management platform and wanted to deploy a
Microsoft-based MDM solution to integrate,

cleanse, standardise and master the client, account and vendor data in its legacy systems. The
aim was to establish a single, current and accurate view of each of the firm’s business partners
and clients, and make the data accessible to its
global mobile workforce.
To enable the MDM data to be used by business
units worldwide, the firm had to develop a model so that it could be created, updated and delivered to business systems in real time from the
field. As such, MDM became an enterprise-wide
operational model and a business-critical system with high-availability requirements, a low
tolerance for data inaccuracies, and the ability
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to quickly realign master data with operational
systems in the event of inaccuracies. This required an interface that would enable business
users to access operational systems in a familiar
and portable way, while still invoking the behind-the-scenes data mastering features of the
MDM platform.
The firm’s mobile users can now manage their
business opportunities and activities through a
web-based interface created using the workflow
automation tools provided by the MDM system.
The mobile interface transparently front-ends
the firm’s CRM and other operational systems,
presenting users with a purpose-built, intuitive way to perform accustomed data-related
functions, such as creating a new prospect or
searching for an existing client record. Behind
the scenes, the interface links to a website that
is hosted by the MDM ecosystem, taking advantage of advanced MDM features to ensure the
continued integrity of operational data.
For example, the ‘look-up-before-create’ functionality prevents data from being duplicated
when new prospects are added, while advanced

matching algorithms ensure users have access
to the the latest and most complete client and
account records. In addition, third-party data,
such as account information from Dun & Bradstreet, is integrated seamlessly into the advisory firm’s records in real time. Meanwhile, data
governance and quality checks are incorporated into an automated onboarding process that
is initiated by the user request, which reduces
the risk of errors and fraud. Change requests
are automatically routed to the appropriate users for review and approval.
Today, enabling the mobile workforce with reliable data and systems access has become a key
business initiative for geographically dispersed
companies in all industries. For this advisory
firm, the solution was provided by MDM via
a web-based mobile interface that integrates
operational systems with master data, and puts
the power of the 360-degree customer view in
the hands of users, whatever their task, wherever they work.
Jeff Wilson is chief marketing officer at Profisee
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Future functionality from
legacy code
COBOL is Mobile
Core business applications are at the heart of every successful IT organization.
They make it tick.
Organizations unable to modernize their applications risk losing market share to those
who can. But rewriting applications is tricky, replacement expensive and both risk disruption
to the business.

Microsoft and Micro Focus – modernization partners
• Deliver modern, mobile business applications from decades-old code.
• Use modern tooling and technology to achieve new returns on
application investments.
• Bring the power of Visual Studio to COBOL application development, the next
generation toolset for enterprise applications.
• Deploy to the widest choice of platforms including Windows, .NET,
Mobile and the Azure Cloud.
www.microfocus.com

Start a new era of innovation.
Your journey begins with a single click.
www.microfocus.com/COBOLisMobile
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Faster insurance
modelling on Azure
Towers Watson and Microsoft demonstrate just how fast insurance
modelling can be using Azure and RiskAgility FM

T

owers Watson has partnered with Microsoft
to run a calculation to provide life insurance
for the whole world – in just 24 hours.
The calculation was executed on RiskAgility
FM, Towers Watson’s latest financial modelling
tool for life insurers, on more than 100,000
Azure cores across 13 globally distributed data
centres. Towers Watson’s new vGrid product, is
an infrastructure-as-a-service software tool that
allows life insurers to run their models via an
on-demand, cloud-based technology grid.
The entire exercise – including set-up, configuration and running the model several times
– was completed within a 24-hour window. It
would have taken 19 years to run the model on
a standalone machine, but this was completed in
just over an hour in the Azure environment.
The insurance model itself performed a
stochastic analysis of the insurance cost of

providing the 7.3 billion people on Earth with
a $100,000 whole-of-life insurance policy. The
model confirmed that the cost would be approximately 2.5 times the global gross domestic
product (GDP), with a standard deviation of
roughly 15% of global GDP.
This exercise demonstrates a number of key advancements since the 50,000 core run performed
several years ago in a single data centre. First,
it demonstrated that the underlying Azure environment is robust enough to support globally
distributed, highly intensive insurance calculations. Advances in RiskAgility FM were shown
to be capable of distributing runs across multiple
data centres, while the ease with which the tool
can be set up enables the use of a wide array of
compute power. The scalability of both Azure
and RiskAgility FM was shown to be capable of
harnessing the compute power of 100,000 cores
to perform complex analytical calculations.

“Innovative technology solutions
can greatly enhance speed,
reliability, control and accuracy”
STEPHEN HOLLANDS, SAAS AND VGRID GLOBAL PRODUCT LEADER,
TOWERS WATSON

Finally, the exercise demonstrated the ability
to distribute and collate data across distributed
data centres using the Azure backbone.
“This exercise not only demonstrates how far
we have come but what could be possible in the
future as we move towards a world where technologies can fundamentally shift many of the
previously held paradigms that have restrained
the way insurers do business,” says Stephen
Hollands SaaS and vGrid global product leader
at Towers Watson. “When used together, innovative technology solutions like vGrid can greatly
enhance speed, reliability, control and accuracy
in the risk modelling process by leveraging the
power of the cloud.”
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Staying ahead of
the hackers
US credit union, 4Front Credit Union, relies on Dell SecureWorks to create a virtual vault to
protect customer account data from cyber attacks and ensure regulatory compliance

H

ackers are successfully siphoning private
data about millions of customers from
large retailers, enterprises, banks and financial institutions worldwide. However, it’s not
only large global or international organisations
that face cyber security threats. Smaller businesses and financial firms are also at risk.
4Front Credit Union, which serves more than
64,000 members in Michigan, US, knows that
securing customer account data is as important
as safeguarding cash and valuables in the vault.
When Michigan State announced that it would
introduce a new IT examination for state-chartered financial institutions, the organisation
wanted to find a more effective and reliable way
to secure its IT networks and customer data from
attack. It also wanted to ensure it could still comply with various data privacy regulations, such as
the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) and the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
(GLBA). However, 4Front Credit Union only
had a small IT team and limited timeframe to
strengthen its security and pass the new IT exam.
Patrick McKay, who was appointed as the credit
union’s IT director in 2005, investigated the company’s existing credit union’s security protocols and
identified a lot of areas that needed to be strengthened quickly. For example, when McKay first joined
the company, internet access at its six branches ran
through the credit union’s sole internet connection
at its main location. Although the union had not
suffered any serious data security breaches, McKay
attributes this to the fact that the organisation would
be considered a relatively small target for hackers,
rather than due to airtight security.
“We needed a way to get our house in order fast,”
says McKay, explaining that he did not have time
to deploy the layered defences the credit union has
today. “Otherwise, we might not pass the exam.”
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After researching security solutions, McKay
quickly learned that Dell SecureWorks’ Intrusion Detection System and Intrusion Prevention
System (IDS/IPS) managed service offerings
were particularly popular. “I realised I had found
my turnkey security solution after I kept seeing
Dell SecureWorks referred to as the gold standard for IDS/ IPS data security,” he explains.
Each 4Front Credit Union was fitted with a plugand-play Dell SecureWorks Managed IPS appliance, which provides full-time network protection,
including deep-packet inspection for all incoming
and outgoing data traffic. The service also actively
monitors the credit union’s firewalls in real time.
Dell SecureWorks’ global network of five Security Operations Centers (SOCs), which are
staffed by highly trained Dell SecureWorks secu-

Dell Secureworks’
SOCs, such as the one
in Atlanta, Georgia,
manage security tasks
for 4Front Credit Union
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“We save 500 hours a year by having
Dell SecureWorks as a very real
extension of our team that handles
all our data security tasks”
rity analysts, manage all of the tasks the credit
union needs to secure its networks. This includes
the administration, tuning and maintenance of
the Dell SecureWorks iSensor IPS devices. The
SOCs can also make unlimited configuration
changes, policy modifications and create helpdesk tickets for the credit union.
“We save 500 hours a year by having Dell SecureWorks as a very real extension of our team

that handles all our data security tasks,” McKay
says. “This lets our small IT staff focus on more
strategic concerns.”
Dell SecureWorks’ Counter Threat Unit also
provides constant real-time updates and customised notifications to ensure that the credit
union’s data is always secure. Whenever the SOC
notices an attempted network attack – or even
suspicious behaviours from inside the network
– McKay gets a call on both his work and mobile
phones as well as an e-mail.
“Also, I always get continuous news on trending attacks that the SOCs are watching as they
happen across the US,” he says. “Often I know
about vulnerabilities two or three days before
I hear from my software vendors. Dell SecureWorks helps keep us ahead of the hackers.”
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Data-driven
insurance services
Europe-based property and casualty insurance provider harnesses Microsoft
technology to streamline how it interacts with customers

I

f P&C Insurance Company provides property
and casualty insurance services to customers in Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark,
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Russia. The
company, which was formed after mergers
combined four national insurance companies,
aims to harness data-driven intelligence tools
to streamline how it interacts with customers
across channels.
“We’re facing a second wave of integration to
make us a single, standardised operation – from
communications with customers, customer services product development, claims management,
and more,” says Lars Karlsson, senior vice president and Head of IT Commercial and Private at
If P&C. “It’s time we consolidated and operated
as one company.”
As the insurance company rolls out Microsoft
Dynamics CRM Online across all countries, languages and business units including self service,
customer service and knowledge management,
it aims to standardise processes and operations
throughout the business. The company has chosen to base everything in the cloud to increase
business agility and support various channels
and endpoints, while reducing operations and
maintenance costs.
“We need to give our agents more time to
provide a better customer experience,” says
Karlsson. “We can do this if they spend less time
navigating through multiple complex systems
just to provide a quote or set up a customer
account. We want them to spend more time actually helping our customers to make confident,
informed decisions on insurance.”
If P&C Insurance aims to provide call centre agents with the tools they need to get a full
overview of all customers and ensure that all
interactions are approached in a systematic way,

regardless of the customers’ chosen communication channel.
“Insurance services can be so confusing, so
we’re re-orienting from a product-focused approach to a customer-centric one,” explains
Karlsson. “To do this, we need to offer clear information with no jargon or technical language so
customers understand our offering and how we
work with them. Our tools need to be designed
to provide service agents a set of best-practice
processes so agents have answers that solve the
immediate customer need. Offering customers
what they need based on what we already know
about them – that’s the road ahead.”
Reversing the product-first mentality and putting customer needs before sales, will also enable
If P&C Insurance to embrace digital self-service.
“We have a new ‘digital first’ approach –
everything we do should be primarily thought of
from the angle of serving the customer through
our digital channels,” concludes Karlsson.
“Those self-service channels will be equipped
with the same systems our insurance agents use
so that everyone is utilising the same best-ofclass interfaces and processes.”
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